WHY CHOOSE THE LENOVO LEGION M300s RGB GAMING MOUSE?

Act at the speed of thought
Weighing in at an impressive 61 g and sporting 100% PTFE mouse feet with a no-holes design, the M300s makes quick, tactile swipes effortless - perfect for long, tense battles.

Unleash your inner Ninja
Beat your enemies to the punch with a precision tunable sensor up to 8000 DPI and premium mechanical micro-switches that deliver ultra-tactical feedback and are rated to last 10 million clicks.

Enjoy time-tested ergonomics
Sculpted with a short, low arch and slim waist, plus mirrored-textured side-grips, the shell of the mouse, provides a handling experience that’ll excite claw grip and finger-tip grip gamers alike.

GO LIGHT. GO FAST. GO M300s.
Engineered for speed & endurance, the M300s delivers top-shelf performance in a 61 g ultra-light frame. Packed with everything you need to dominate like 6 tactical buttons, 100% PTFE mouse feet, a tunable 8000 DPI sensor, and mechanical micro-switch buttons. All complemented by a sleek aesthetic and personalizable 16.8M RGB LED Legion logo.
LENOVO LEGION M300s RGB GAMING MOUSE

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**PERFORMANCE**
- Connection: USB 2.0
- Sensor Technology: Optical Pixart 3327
- Sensor Resolution: Up to 8,000 DPI
- Max. Moving Speed: 220 IPS
- Max. Acceleration: 30 g

**DESIGN**
- Scroll Wheel: Up/Down
- Button Durability: Micro-switch with 10 Million Clicks (L/R buttons)
- USB Report Rate: 1000 Hz
- Programmable Buttons: 6*
- Dimension (L x W x H): 117.78 x 59.13 x 38.35 mm / 4.64" x 2.33" x 1.51"
- Weight: Starting at 61 g (0.13 lbs)
- Backlight: 1 Zone Programmable RGB*
- On-board Profiles: 1 Active Profile
- Cable Type: Ultra-soft Parachute Cable
- Cable Length: 1.8 m (5.9 ft)
- Colors: Black, Dove Grey

**INFORMATION**
- OS: Windows 10 or later
- Software: Legion Accessory Central

* Need using Legion Accessory Central.
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